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A catalogue of work by emerging artists is like
that of work by an established artist in that it
fulfills a mimetic function for those who have
seen the exhibition and a documentary function
for those who would have liked to have seen
it. But it is also different because it is the portrait of a temporary and dedicated community
– the graduate students and the faculty members
in Fine Art. As such, it represents the impassioned
dialogue I have witnessed over the past two years at
close hand as Graduate Director. This catalogue marks
the quality of time we spent together, the students’
deepening interest in their discipline, their process
and their subject matter. It also bears the subtle, yet
persistent, traces of the motivation and desire that
prompt them to make art. A catalogue of work by
emerging artists is special in that it indicates a time
that is not yet finished and a time that will continue
to grow.

Some time hence, we will be able to find

traces of significant contributions to the larger art milieu
and society already inscribed in the objects and images
of this catalogue. In that sense it is a roadmap for an
important contribution to what is to come.
I invite everyone who attends this 2011 MFA graduate
exhibition to take time to discover the range of sensibilities and experiences
these artists have to offer.
Michel Daigneault, Associate Professor
Director, Graduate Program in Visual Arts
Department of Visual Arts, Faculty of Fine Arts

Ian August, Fence (detail), Oil on canvas, 5’ x 7’, 2010

Logan MacDonald, Revolutionary Drag, Ink on paper, 8.5” x 11”, 2010

Ian August

Untitled (Model Room), Digital photograph, sizes variable, 2010

Ian August’s recent work is influenced

materials and mass production techniques that

by the utopian thought and sometimes

they employed.

troubled practical implementation of
modernist architectural and planning

Ian August was born in Winnipeg in 1977, and

history. He has been exploring how

co-founded the 26 Art Collective in the year 2000.

modernist ideas and their real life

His work is primarily paintings on canvas and

manifestations have weathered with

small panels that use as source material a mixture

time and how people today negotiate

of photos taken during exploratory walks through

and make do in environments dotted

the city and hand made models constructed from

not only with spectacular examples of

scraps and found items.

modernist architecture, but also with
the mundane success of the building

www.ianaugust.com

Parking Garage, Oil on canvas, 5’ x7’, 2011

Grace Channer
Black Woman Floating in a Sea of Glass is a
time-based installation project that seeks to
engage

contemporary

viewer/participants

in

witnessing an experience of history through
the power of resistance. Resistance is explored
here by investigating ways that contemporary
concepts of transnational, black diasporic, lbt,
female subjectivity has been formed through the
insistent practice of resistance within the black
body subject. Black Woman Floating in a Sea of
Glass considers these ideas cast over a 700-year
period to the present.
Still from Ascension, video projection 2011

Grace Channer studied at Queen’s University
in the

Bachelor of Arts Education Program;

the University of Toronto in Postcolonial and
Transnational

studies;

and

Sheridan

College

where she received a Post Graduate Diploma in
Classical Animation Filmmaking.

Her work has

been exhibited in galleries and film festivals
across North America, in Africa, Europe and Asia.

Details from Bowl of Cherries, multimedia installation, 2010
Structure: 12”x 12”x 60” sponge, gauze, video player, wood, glass
Still: from Roll, animated video
Still from Slump, animated video, 2011

Alexandra Gelis

Intersecting Fields, Video Installation, 2011

One of the main concerns in Gelis’

and sovereignty. Landscapes store and transmit

work is to unveil the relationship

knowledge that enables us to gain deeper

between landscape, history, people,

understandings of their complexity. The use of

geography and the diverse techniques

electronic process and interactivity helps Gelis

for achieving subjugation of bodies

design works that create immersive spaces aligned

and control of populations. Equally

with her own phenomenological experience, and

important to the final pieces is the

to share this experience with the audience.

process of research, fieldwork and
community

involvement

is

Alexandra Gelis is a Colombian-Venezuelan artist

an integral part of her art practice.

based in Toronto with a background in visual arts.

Landscapes

dynamic

She has exhibited her work in Canada, Venezuela,

archives and important repertoires of

Colombia, Panama, Argentina and the United

colonial and post-colonial histories,

States. She has developed curatorial projects,

and they help us to understand

video screenings, and programs for festivals in

definitions of territory, nationalism

Latin America and Canada.

can

become

which

El Bosque (The Woods), Single screen projection, 2011

Alexandra Gelis, Intersecting Fields: Enviroment sample for fieldwork #4, Mexico Railway, Video Installation, 2011

Colwyn Griffith, Kodak EPY 7514 12/2010, C-Print, 85 X 107 cm, 2010

Colwyn Griffith
Colwyn

Griffith’s

project

entitled

The Space Within investigates the
relationship of photography and video
to space, temporality and memory.
Within several of the photographic
works domestic space sets the stage
for a meditation on the ephemeral
nature of light and time; both of which
play an integral role in connecting
the personal with the cosmos.

His

twenty-minute single channel video,
Study for Forty, is a constructed set
that plays on the rich metaphorical
and psychological tensions inhabited
by a 1970’s basement wreck room.
-Parole Friend
Dust with Mugs, C-Print, 107 x 85 cm, 2010

Colwyn Griffith studied photography
at Dawson College in Montreal and
has a BA in film studies from Carleton

Montreal, and the Canadian Embassy in Tokyo.

University.

Group and solo exhibi-

His photographs have appeared in publications

tions across Canada and abroad in-

such as Canadian Art, Border Crossings, Douglas

clude Carleton University in Ottawa,

Coupland’s Souvenir of Canada 2 and Image and

Kitchener-Waterloo

Imagination edited by Martha Langford.

Art

Gallery,

Gallery 44 Centre for Photography
in Toronto, Le Mois de la Photo

www.colwyngriffith.com

06/21-26/2010 5500K
13:19/13:20pm Toronto
C-Print, 107 x 74 cm, 2010

Alex Kisilevich
With its wings drawn together, the
Kallima butterfly bears an uncanny
resemblance

to

a

dried-up

leaf.

Disputed as unnecessary camouflage,
what motivates this evolutionary development if not

self-preservation?

Could it be a sort of sympathetic
sentience from its surroundings or
perhaps a gradual loss of self-identity
over time?
Alex Kisilevich’s series, Kallima, explores notions of camouflage within
contemporary and social contexts.
The work also investigates the func-

Untitled, 40” x 40”, Digital Chromogenic print, 2010

tion of mimicry in the natural world
and its mirroring in human behaviour. The images, full of pathos and

opposite:
Untitled, 40” x 40”, Digital Chromogenic print, 2011

absurdity, allude to ideas of disguise,
assimilation and constructed connections between ourselves and others.
Alex Kisilevich is a photo-based artist living and working in Toronto.
He completed BFAs in Music and
Photography at York University and
OCAD, respectively.

www.alexkisilevich.com

Róża Selawiska
Speechless
photograph, 13” x 18”
date unknown
Image courtesy of
Róża Selawiska
Alex Kisilevich, Untitled, 40” x 40”, Digital Chromogenic print, 2011

Maria Flawia Litwin
Maria

Flawia

Litwin

explores

institutional structures and her place
within them through the disruption of
authorship, representation and originality. Currently, Litwin is investigating these issues through her alter
ego, Róża Selawiska.
Róża Selawiska is a Polish conceptual

photographer

trained

at

the

University of Plastic Arts in Łódź. Her
work is rooted in Slavic folklore and
intertwines

political

and

personal

mythologies through obsessive selfportraiture. Her photographs explore
ethnicity and gender by means of
compounding Slavic, art historical
and literary references.

Róża Selawiska
I Have Been Pecked to Death by Ravens and Crows
photograph, 15” x 24”, date unknown
Image courtesy of Róża Selawiska

opposite:
Róża Selawiska, Koronki, koronki
photograph, 20” x 23”, date unknown
Image courtesy of Róża Selawiska

Logan MacDonald
Logan MacDonald is an interdisciplinary artist, ambitiously making artwork that thoughtfully speaks about
what it means to make art today. In
his work MacDonald questions the
role of the contemporary artist, explores ideas of new subjectivity, and
expresses his political and social concerns.

MacDonald attempts to offer

Heavy Shit, Mix media installation (detail), 2010

new perspectives and understandings
of contemporary life, while considering his practice in relation to greater
art historical contexts.
Logan MacDonald is an emerging
Canadian artist from the east coast,
having grown up in Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland. He received a BFA
in

Interdisciplinary

Studies

Concordia

University,

MacDonald

has

from

Montreal.

exhibited

across

Canada, United States, and Europe.
He’s kind of a queer punk with a
liberal mind-set.

Homo Monroe, Mix media collage, 2010

www.loganmacdonald.com
Preservation at Cour Puget, Color print mounted on aluminum. 24” x 30”, 2010

Margarita Macdonald
Margarita

Macdonald’s

Border

Memory: Crossing Borders focuses on
reconstructing memory. She investigates border-crossing issues of identity, displacement and landscape as a
place of memory as they are relevant
to the border. Macdonald’s interest is
in investigating the notion of fact and
fiction, presence and absence, historical construction through her own
personal experience and those that

Silent Voices / 1, 13 boxes, silkscreen on velum
with light. 2010 and In the Dark, 22” X 30”, photo
litho and silkscreen 2010.

she has interviewed about crossing
borders.
Margarita Macdonald received her
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree from the
University of Toronto and a degree in
Studio Arts from Sheridan Institute
of Technology. Presently, she teaches
print media at York University, and
has assisted in teaching print media
and photography at Sheridan Institute
of Technology. Her work has been included in exhibitions in Canada and
Mexico.

margiebmacdonald@rogers.com

From the series Undetected / Boundaries
32.5” x 44”, Photo litho and silkscreen, chine colle
on conservation gampi, BFK, 2011.
opposite:
Undocumented I, II and III
Etching on conversation gampi in light Box, 2010

Catalogue Design by Phil Irish

Ian August, Fan, 9” x 12”, Oil on panel, 2010

Alexandra Gelis, still from Corredor, Three Channel Video installation, 2011

Margarita Macdonald, Silent Voices / 1
13 boxes, silkscreen on velum with light, 2010

